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Abstract: By measuring the displacements and deformations at different structures we deal in
the Faculty of Civil Engineering, transportation Engineering and Architecture in University of
Maribor for about 20 years. At that time we measured over 600 structures. Most loading tests
of bridges and Viaducts were made. The measurements of movements needed to be as precise
and accurate as possible. To do that laboratory test of instruments were made to see which
instrument gives us reliable results. Displacements can be determined by geodetic and physical
methods, depends of the construction. The use of geodetic methods are still preferable. In the
paper the measurements with the total station, the level and rotation level, photogrammetry and
solutions on the field by physical methods with inductive transducers are presented. We need to
measure displacements as quick as possible but efficiently because we can not repeat the
measurements under the same conditions. Also the surveying on the bridge and in the lab with
the comparison of methods is presented under the different hard terrain conditions - water
beneath the construction, big height of the structure, unapproachability, large span structures.

1 Introduction
Scientific discipline test structures and buildings was formed somewhat later than other disciplines in
the construction industry. However, some special cases testing facilities exist in very ancient times.
The first testing of structures dating back to the XV. century. At the time, Leonardo da Vinci made the
first examination of the various forms of construction. The first works and forms of security testing
beams were carried out by Galileo in the sixteenth century. He tried to discover the relationship
between the impact force to the structure and its budget. At that time was not yet known law of
elasticity of the structure, because the dependence set by Galileo Galilei, although it was principally
set properly, contained many inaccuracies.
Experimental testing methods of construction in the beginning were based on a theoretical
calculation that describes the process of deformation and fracture under the action of the load as
described in the book by T. Thomas,1855 [1]. With the development of numerical science in the last
30 years with the rapid development of information technology, analysis of movements and
deformations have dealt with a number of experts who have described their achievements in a number
of articles [2-7], and books [8].
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2 Displacements and displacements
Displacements and strains are due to external and internal influences such as wind force, effect of
temperature changes, tectonic and seismic effects, changes in the amount of floor (ground) water,
static and dynamic loading of objects, say in the form of folds, tilt, turn, distortion of the building, and
possible damage in the form of cracks and even fractures [9-12].
Examination of the structure (Fig. 1) or object as a measurement of displacement and strain to
determine the change in the position and shape of the building, considering the environment,
depending on the time.
Basic indicators for the interpretation of measurement results are character, the direction and
magnitude of displacement and strain, and we share in regard to the character in uniform and uneven
shifts and the elastic and plastic deformation, in the light of changes in the direction of the horizontal
and vertical and considering the size of the non-hazardous, tollerant , serious and critical [13-18].
The measurement of displacement and strain so necessary for assessment of the state of
construction, assessment of the state of the object associated with the process of construction or
production, or to repair or reinforcement structure and verify the accuracy of theoretical assumptions.
The need for experimental testing occurs in the following cases [9]:
• the possibility of using the structure in case of exceeding the useful load,
• testing the durability of construction elements of mass production,
• tests of large and special facilities at the impact of useful load,
• tests of complex systems construction, and testing of its safety.

Figure 1. The pilot testing of the bridge

3 Materials and methods
3.1 Methods for displacements measuring
Vertical movements can measure in different ways and with several methods. What method will be
used according to the terms of structures, provided accuracy, planned developments, courts around the
structure, external conditions, the number of staff. Displacement measurements usually performed
using methods and leveling at higher and higher buildings this method more we can give you results,
so we have to use any other surveying method (trigonometry, GPS, photogrammetry ....) or nongeodetic method (measuring inductive the senses, the senses of voltage ...) [19, 20]
To know which method we should use to know the characteristics of the structure, ie. construction
height, length range, which is under construction, scheduled shifts ...
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At the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Transportation Engineering and Architecture, University of
Maribor we are sample surveys of bridges and viaducts from 2003. At that time, we conducted more
than 300 test trials in Slovenia and abroad. That progress measured the highest accuracy in order to
test the method on different structures in the lab and test the bridge [21].
This year we made the test result on the bridge where we used different methods. We used the
methods of surveying, leveling method, the method of GPS - RTK method and photogrammetry
method trigonometry with three different instruments (traditional total station, station-automatic and
robotic cells with built-in scanner), and non-geodetic methods with built-in senses voltage (strain
gauge) [22-24].
3.2 Levelling method
This method is the oldest method of monitoring progress. So we can get only vertical movement and
high accuracy.
Leveling is so well-known methods and the most used. In this method needs to be mindful that we
have a point that is used for comparison to the field where we do not have a fixed displacement and
strain so most times stabilize the bridge where there is no cargo and no oscillations (Figure 2).

Figure 2. An example of leveling the reference points outside the structure

The problem of this method is the construction of a large range. Thus, the method should be leveled
leveling the middle there and back. It takes us a long time. It's the same problem with the construction
of a large harbor. So that this method has meaningfully used in smaller structures (bridges over
highways or smaller rivers). In Figure 3 we can see a small overpass Pekel near Maribor who has been
tested and leveling.

Figure 3: Levelling the overpass Pekel near Maribor.

In practice, with small bridges can be used and leveling rotary laser with sensors that are attached
to your computer. This method can be used and the dynamic tests.
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3.3 Method of trigonometry
The method of trigonometry are the most useful. With this method, we can measure progress in
greater lengths and heights of the structure. To obtain high precision measurements should be made in
several gyms that are in traditional total station takes too much time. Recently, using the robotic total
station where during one gyrus measuring classical instruments make 3 gyrus. In this way we get
more data from which we can calculate the precise measurement and an ellipse of errors. It is
important at the micro-shift, where shifts in the range of accuracy of the instrument because using
robotic cells with 0.5 sec possibility of measuring angles [25, 26].
Practice has shown us, that the best method to use trigonometry using electronic tachymeter with
which we can measure the length and vertical angle. With the import of meteorological conditions, the
measured length and angle calculations with coordinates or new item or change in terms of height.
Based on the height of trigonometry and import of all parameters and error can be calculated using the
change in H-known formula [10][12]:
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where is:
S - Length
ZA - vertical angle
iA - the height of the instrument at point A
lB - Reflector height at point B
ka - the coefficient of refraction (for Slovenia to f = 0.13)
R - radius of the Earth
ω- correction coefficient
The method of trigonometric leveling, which is used in pilot testing of structures, that is what
affects the results. For each measure it is necessary to pre-calculate the accuracy of the measurement,
which is based on the classic geodetic works where the height difference obtained by the above
formula.
In the pilot tests and the measurement of vertical movement can of formula 1 drop height of the
instrument and A, as measured in the relative coordinate system and the local system. From the
formula we can drop and reflector height b, because we are, lock the retro brand and using the height
of 0.0 mm. The measured lengths were relatively short (S <150 m) and we dropped a correction due to
the curvature of the Earth.
Thus, formula 1 can be written in another form [11],[12]:
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In our example replaces the zenith length of the vertical angle and the length of the hair, so the
formula is:
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For variable size can take the length Dp, vertical angle and refraction coefficient k.
With this formula, we can get very precise vertical movement. Also this method gives us the
ability to measure shifts in the direction of x, y, so that we get shifts in the 3D direction of what we
used in the monitoring of movements and deformations of the stairs and dams and most of geodetic
monitoring of the 3D direction. In Figure 4, we see two positive tools for proof testing Pekel overpass
near Maribor.
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Figure 4: Two total station next to the overpass Pekel

In our example, the testing instrument for monitoring the progress we used a total station Nikon
NPL series 352 and robotic station LEICA MS50.
Table 1 shows the resulting shifts in the point T1 in the middle of the range 1 and T2 in the middle
of the range 2 with both instruments. With a classical station we made a survey in one gyrus with a
robotic station in 5 gyrus. From the results it can be seen and the accuracy of the Leica total station
with classical instrument from one gyrus, we can not get accurate measurements so that in this
example uses the accuracy of the instrument.
Table 1. Comparison of the measurement results
Vertical displacements [mm]
Point
T1
T2

Phase 1
NPL
-2.0
1.0

Phase 2
MS50
-1.8
1.8

NPL
0.5
2.0

MS50
0.3
-2.7

3.4 Scanning Method
Lately there is much talk about field scanners. By now we know the classic scanner and the company
made a LEICA instrument Multi Station, which is a combination of robotic cells, and scanners with
the precision of sight 0.5 ". With this instrument, we also measured the progress in the construction of
the test 3 gyrus and in the same time and make a scan at the time of construction, without load and
when we put the load as seen in Figures 5, 6. With the structure we obtain the image scan to the
coordinate system and gain a complete model of the structure that we used for different simulations.

Figure 5. Overpass Pekel and measurement points - an empty object (scan)
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Figure 6. Overpass Pekel - loaded object (scan)

We can also get the mathematic comparison image and shifts for each point of the structure. It
gives us a whole picture of structural behavior during load. Certainly this method is accurate and
effective. Just to make structural model in office it would take several days and there we get in a few
minutes the entire model.
3.5 GPS method
Global Positioning System (GPS) is recently used increasingly for testing. Surveyors use it for
recording terrain, positioning objects ... We also tested the GPS to track vertical movement. We used
the method of RTK and every 5 seconds made a survey (Figure 7). I need to know, that the accuracy
of GPS in the range from a few millimeters to a few centimeters so that this method can not get a shift
rank 1-3 mm. After analyzing the results, we get the shift level 12 mm which is more than all the other
results obtained with other instruments. GPS method is mostly used for geodetic monitoring of
landslide where the antenna is left in the same place for 24 hours, and we use the statics readings
every 15 seconds.

Figure 7. GPS device on Puchov bridge in Ptuj

3.6 Method of photogrammetry
For comparison measurement method shifts we used and the method of stereo-photogrammetry. In
this method we use brand - points that are fixed in the vicinity of geodetic mark, so the comparisons
shift (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Self-adhesive retro brand

Mark - point is the white circle with a diameter of 18 mm on a black background. It is used a system
for stereo-photogrammetry TRIPOP manufacturer GmbH (Braunschweig, Germany), in which the
CCD camera Fuji S3 Pro with a resolution of 4256 x 2848 pixel and a software package for the
analysis of the object coordinates. In every step of the load was made at least 8 shots at different
angles and positions and, most importantly, the images should mind all brands. Photos of individual
phase loads are processed with software. The results of processing the motion vector in the vertical
direction (Figure 9). The maximum standard deviation results in each phase was 0.08 mm.

Figure 9. Displacement vectors

Photogrammetry method is used for smaller construction and testing in the laboratory. For large
structural problem resolution photos and positions with which we make shots, because we do not see
all stamps from the point.
3.7 The relative methods
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By these methods, most use inductive felt we put under construction. These sensors are highly
sensitive and provide us with the most accurate results. We use them in the dynamic tests where the
geodetic methods can not be so quick to make the recording points.
Gauging - strain gauge can be put on the reinforcement of the bridge already at the time of
construction or glued to the structure when it is already built. Gauging give us the results of the
specific deformations in terms of voltage change in the material. When building the largest viaduct in
Slovenia - Crni Kal - we placed our over 100 papers, and at the time of load track and structural
behavior change specific strain.

Figure 10. Measurements of voltage below the overpass Pekel

4 Comparison of results and discussion
In preliminary tests structure we used different methods. Before you do the test should see what is the
structure, which has beneath it, which rank shift predict and range structure. Based on that we decide
which method we use. In practice, it's always good to use two methods at the same time so that we can
make analysis and comparison. You need to know that with geodetic methods can not make repeated
measurements under the same conditions, so you should be very careful in measuring and
concentrated.
Results of the test tests gave us some answers about the accuracy of the measurements. From the
results it can be seen that the improvements obtained with different methods on the same level with a
margin of a few tens of mm. For such a small structure is sufficient to use inductive sense for the
dynamic portion of the test and the method of leveling, for larger structures and robotic cell with or
without scanner and inductive measuring senses and leaves.

5 Conclusion
Observation of the structure under load can be performed in various ways, as described by many
authors. Which method will be used mainly depends on the range of construction, planned
developments, access to the construction and weather conditions. In practice, it makes sense to use at
least two independent methods which we partially increases costs and increases measurement time,
but can provide us with more reliable results. On the basis of multiple measurements can be
performed by a variety of statistical analyzes and comparisons.
In our case, we used seven different methods. The aim of the measurements was to compare and
determine the most appropriate method. If you can already in the construction phase set Gauging it
would be most appropriate as we get some amount (as happens with the structure, temperature, stretch
material ...) during construction. Other surveying methods are used for the static portion of the test.
From the test examination we see that without surveying can not carry out trial tests.
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